
Know Your Stuffing
A Guide to Thanksgiving with Your Republican Family

What has 
President 

Obama even 
done for the 

country 
anyway?

Why are people 
so mad about 
the Kochs? I 
saw an ad 
about their 

company on TV 
and they don't 
seem so bad.

Donald Trump is the only one 
who's willing to tell the truth 
and keep our country safe.

Well, it sure seems like we haven’t 
even scratched the surface on 

that Benghazi situation.

That Paul Ryan 
fellow is 
adorable! 
And he 

seems like such 
a nice, reasonable 

politician.

WHEN GRANDPA TOM SAYS:

YOU CAN SAY:YOU CAN SAY:

YOU CAN SAY: YOU CAN SAY:YOU CAN SAY:

WHEN MOM SAYS:

WHEN COUSIN SALLY SAYS:

WHEN GREAT AUNT JO SAYS:

WHEN UNCLE LEONARD SAYS:

• Unemployment is down 2.6% since 2009, 
and 8 million jobs have been added in the 
last 36 months.
• Obamacare has meant 16 million fewer 
uninsured people in the country, and 
saved seniors & people on Medicare $15 
billion on drug prices.
• The U.S. has doubled clean energy 
production.

• The Koch brothers might have a nice PR 
offensive but they’re saying one thing and 
doing another.
• Even though the Kochs say they’re not 
social conservatives, they’ve been 
funneling millions of dollars to anti-choice 
groups.
• They’re committed to spending almost a 
billion dollars to buy the 2016 elections.

• 10 House committees have investigated the attacks in Benghazi. 
This isn't an investigation, it's a partisan witch hunt. 
• The committee has wasted $5 million in taxpayer dollars so far  
— and it’s one of the longest investigations in House history.
• During the last hearing on Benghazi, Secretary Clinton testified 
for 11 hours, yet even the committee's top Republican admitted 
the marathon hearing resulted in no new information.

• He’s actually the “most Conservative 
House Speaker in history,” according to 
National Journal.
• The budget he proposed would privatize 
Social Security and turn Medicare into a 
voucher program.
• Ryan fought to cut taxes for the richest 
1% of Americans in half (paid for by a tax 
increase for 3/4 of Americans).

                                         • Truth? Fully 75% of the Trump claims 
investigated by PolitiFact have been rated “Mostly False,” “False,” 
or “Pants on Fire.” Zero of the claims they’ve looked into have 
been rated “True.”
• Trump said he wants to close mosques and make all Muslim 
Americans register in a database. That’s bigotry, not to mention a 
scary violation of religious liberty.
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